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Abstract 
It is very important to minimize the amount of data transmission in wireless sensor networks so that the average 
sensor lifetime and the overall bandwidth utilization can be improved. In this paper, we propose an improved isoline 
based data aggregation scheme which takes advantage of spatial and temporal data correlation among sensors to 
monitor continuously changed environment conditions. A contour map which consists of isolines delimit monitored 
regions can be generated using the proposed scheme. Meanwhile, the communication overhead and aggregation 
accuracy are well balanced. 
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1    Introduction 
Wireless sensor networks have become one of the most interesting and promising research and 
development areas over the past few years. Such networks usually consist of hundreds or even thousands 
of small-sized, low power, inexpensive sensors to monitor some specific phenomenon cooperatively. The 
characteristics of sensor networks such as flexibility, self-organization, fault tolerance, high sensing 
fidelity, low cost and rapid deployment have created many new and exciting applications such as wildlife 
monitoring, disaster response, military surveillance, smart building and industrial quality control, to name 
a few [1]. 
Wireless sensor networks usually generate considerable amounts of raw data, and as in many cases, 
there exists high redundancy in their collected data. Therefore, it is very important to design efficient data 
processing mechanism to reduce redundant data and the amount of transmission. Data aggregation 
scheme is one of the most essential paradigms to eliminate data redundancy and save energy [2]. The 
aggregator uses specific functions, such as average, min or max, to aggregate incoming readings, and only 
the aggregated results are forwarded to the sink. Therefore, communication overhead can be reduced by 
decreasing the amount of transmitted messages [3]. Extensive researches have been proposed in this area. 
We will review them briefly is section 2. 
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The two essential evaluation characteristics of data aggregation scheme are communication overhead 
and aggregation accuracy. They should be achieved with communication overhead as low as possible and 
aggregation accuracy as high as possible. However, these two properties are contrary. Low 
communication overhead means less messages are transmitted to the sink, sequentially leads to low 
aggregation accuracy, and vice versa. 
We propose an improved isoline based data aggregation scheme in this paper which is inspired by the 
basic isoline aggregation scheme proposed in [4]. It takes advantage of spatial and temporal data 
correlation among sensors to monitor continuously changed environment conditions. The improved 
isoline based data aggregation scheme can generate contour map which consists of isolines delimit 
regions within which the monitored condition is within the specified value range. Meanwhile, the 
communication overhead and aggregation accuracy are well balanced.  
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we review some related works. In Section 3, we 
introduce our improved isoline based data aggregation scheme. In Section 4, we present our experiment 
settings and evaluation results. Finally, we draw our conclusion of this paper in Section 5. 
2    Related works 
There have been extensive researches on data aggregation schemes in wireless sensor networks. For 
many monitoring applications with periodical data collection pattern, tree based aggregation mechanism 
is often adopted for its simplicity and power efficiency. Tan et al. proposed an efficient minimum 
spanning tree based data aggregation scheme by constructing minimum energy consuming routing for 
each round of communication [5]. It also takes the residual power of each node into consideration. Zhou 
et al. proposed an Enhanced Directed Diffusion (EDD) scheme in [2] which integrates directed diffusion 
with a tree based structure so that the efficiency of the local interactions during gradient setup phase 
increases. Power Efficient GAthering in Sensor Information Systems (PEGASIS) that organizes sensor 
nodes into a chain for the purpose of data aggregation is proposed in [3]. It organizes all nodes into 
different chains, so that data aggregation could be implemented on these topologies. Ding et al. proposed 
Energy Aware Distributed Aggregation Tree (EADAT) scheme in [4], which is based on an energy aware 
distributed heuristic. It only relies on local knowledge of the network topology and gives higher chances 
to sensor node with higher residual power to become a non-leaf tree node. Recently, Xu et al. proposed a 
cooperative data aggregation (CDA) scheme which is based on cooperative communication mechanism. 
The heuristic algorithm MCT for cooperative data aggregation and its distributed implementation DMCT 
are also proposed in [5]. 
Contour mapping has been widely recognized as a comprehensive method to visualize sensor fields by 
displaying the layered distribution of the attribute value over the monitored area. It often consists of a set 
of contour regions outlined by isolines of different levels. The simplest way of plotting contour map is to 
transmit all sensed data to the sink. Obviously, a huge amount of data will be delivered to the sink and the 
energy of all sensors will be exhausted rapidly. Zhao et al. proposed a residual energy scan scheme to 
approximately depict the remaining energy distribution within a sensor network [5]. Aggregation is done 
by grouping readings that are geographically adjacent and reside in the same value range. Meng et al. 
designed a contour map based data collection scheme which consists of three components: distributed 
spatial and temporal data suppression, contour reconstruction at the sink via interpolation and smoothing, 
and an efficient mechanism to convey routing information over multiple hops [4]. Recently, Solis et al. 
proposed the basic isoline aggregation scheme which takes advantage of spatial and temporal data 
correlation for monitoring continuously changing conditions. It can reduce the amount of transmitted 
bytes considerably and keep high data accuracy at the same time. We will compare our scheme with it in 
section 4. 
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3    Improved isoline based data aggregation scheme 
The goal of improved isoline based data aggregation scheme is to provide energy efficient data 
collection by reducing redundant transmitted messages. Essentially, a node only reports to the sink if it 
detects an isoline between itself and its adjacent node(s) and waits long enough time. If other node has 
sent this isoline detection message, it will suppress its own report. 
Isolines are plotted based on the neighborhood information gathered through neighbor to neighbor 
messages. A node will send its sensed reading to its adjacent nodes when (1) the node first starts or (2) 
when data changes cause an isoline to appear or disappear between itself and its neighbor(s). The typical 
neighbor to neighbor message usually contains packet type field, node ID field, sensed value type field 
and sensed value field.  
A node will compare its own sensed value with the reading of its adjacent node which has sent the 
neighbor to neighbor message. If the readings lie in different sides of a pre-assigned isoline intervalθ ,
then an isoline detection report should be sent to the sink. The typical isoline report message usually 
contains the following fields: packet type, node ID of the sending node, and the node’s reading, as well as 
the ID and reading of the node’s neighbor with whom the isoline was detected. 
Table The detail improved isoline based data aggregation scheme works as follows: 
Improved isoline based data aggregation algorithm 
1: IF (node i start up) THEN 
2:   node i send neighbor to neighbor message 
3: ELSE IF (i’s sensed value/θ  != i’s isoline level) 
4:   node i send neighbor to neighbor message 
5:   node i’s isoline level = node i’s sensed value/θ
6: END IF 
7: IF (node i receive neighbor to neighbor message from 
node j) THEN 
8:   i calculate Twait = i’s hop count *α + i’s ID * β
9:   node i wait Twait time 
10:  IF (node i overhear other node’s isoline detection 
message about node j) THEN 
11:    node i abort sending isoline detection message 
12:  ELSE 
13:    node i send isoline detection message 
14:  END IF 
15: END IF 
It should be noted that there usually exists more than one node which can detect the appearance or 
disappearance of an isoline. In order to minimize the number of isoline detection reports, we should select 
the actual reporting node in a distributed manner. 
The node who actually reports the isoline detection message is the one closest to the sink according to 
the hop count measurement. If both nodes are at the same distance to the sink, the node with the lowest 
ID will send the isoline detection report. This reporting node selection method is realized by calculating 
wait time Twait before sending the isoline detection report in each candidate reporting node. Twait is 
calculated as the sum of node’s hop count times predefined time interval α and node’s ID times 
predefined time interval β . The node with the smallest wait time will send the isoline detection message 
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to the sink. Other nodes will suppress their reports by aborting sending process. Therefore, redundant 
isoline detection reports will be reduced and longer network lifetime will be achieved. 
4    Experiment 
We use the real sensed data collected from 54 Mica2Dot sensors deployed in the Intel Berkeley 
Research Lab between February 28 - April 5, 2004 to demonstrate the performance of our improved 
isoline based data aggregation scheme. The collected data include humidity, temperature, light and 
voltage values along with timestamp information collected once every 31 seconds. We will only use the 
temperature data to evaluate our scheme. The other collected measurement will produce the similar 
results.  
The detailed deployment location of 54 Mica2Dot nodes was shown in figure 1. Figure 2 shows an 
instance of contour map generated by our improved scheme using the data collected at 8:00 March 1, 
2004. The isoline interval is set to 0.5℃.
Figure 3 shows the comparison of transmitted  
Figure 1. The detail deployment 
Figure 2. An instance of generated contour map 
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Figure 3. The comparison of transmitted messages against isoline interval 
messages against isoline interval. We can see that improved isoline based data aggregation scheme 
generates much less messages than that of basic isoline based data aggregation scheme. And both isoline 
based data aggregation schemes are efficient than that of no aggregation scheme. We can also conclude 
that the bigger the isoline interval, the less the messages transmitted in both isoline based aggregation 
schemes. 
Figure 4 shows the comparison of transmitted messages against signal transmit distance of sensor 
node. We can see that our improved isoline based data aggregation scheme generates much less messages 
than that of basic isoline based data aggregation scheme. And a great number of messages are transmitted 
when there is no aggregation scheme applied. We also can conclude that the bigger the signal transmit 
distance, the less the messages transmitted in improved isoline based 
Figure 4. The comparison of transmitted messages against signal transmit distance 
aggregation scheme. And the basic isoline based aggregation scheme holds the contrary property. 
Figure 5 shows the influence of isoline interval on the accuracy of our improved isoline based data 
aggregation scheme. We can see that isoline interval has no obviously influence on the accuracy of 
improved isoline based data aggregation scheme. 
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Figure 5. The influence of isoline interval on accuracy 
Figure 6 shows the influence of signal transmit distance on the accuracy of our improved isoline 
based data aggregation scheme. We can see that the longer the signal transmit distance, the more accurate 
the improved isoline based aggregation scheme can achieve. 
Figure 6. The influence of node’s signal transmit distance on accuracy 
5    Conclusions 
In this paper, we proposed the improved isoline based data aggregation scheme for wireless sensor 
networks. It can generate contour map representing the condition being monitored. The experiment results 
show that our proposed scheme transmits fewer messages than that of existing aggregation scheme with 
reasonable accuracy. 
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